
Be a PILOT for a day!! 

Tecnam P92JS

Tecnam P2002JF

The Tecnam 2-seater aircraft are our main PPL 
training aircraft and is a cost-effective way to fly.  
You can choose between the P92JS high-wing or the 
P2002JF low-wing aircraft.

Buy a Gift Voucher for a loved one, a special occasion 
or even for team building activities...
Vouchers are valid for 1 year from date of purchase.

Air  Experience (Trial) Flights
Experience the joy of flying 

an aircraft yourself under the 
supervision of an experienced 

instructor - whether just for fun or 
as the first step towards 

a career as pilot.

Contact us today for an experience of a lifetime! 
info@maltaflying.com  / www.maltaflying.com  / +356 2164 7888 

Air  Experience (Trial) Flights

http://www.maltaflying.com/


Cessna 172

Contact us today for an experience of a lifetime! 
info@maltaflying.com  / www.maltaflying.com  / +356 2164 7888 

Simulator Flights

Our Alsim ALX simulator is used for training commercial pilots 
and you now have the opportunity to experience a flight with 
an instructor. You can also share the flight with somebody else 
in the same way airline pilots would do.  

The Cessna 172 is a 4-seater aircraft used 
mostly for commercial flight training. 

The aircraft is popular because it offers a 
larger cockpit for more comfort. 

It is also the aircraft used for trial flights 
done by 2 persons. 

http://www.maltaflying.com/


Malta School of Flying also trades as Professional Aviation Training Academy - Malta. Malta School of Flying is certified as a training organization by 
Transport Malta (MLT.ATO.04) and licenced by the Malta Further and Higher Education Authority (MFHEA) Malta as Tuition Centre (2016-016)  

Air Experience Flights on Aircraft 

P92JS + P2002JF  (Instructor + 1 person) 
30-minute trial flight ..................................................................... € 125 
1-hour trial flight   .......................................................................... € 235 
1.5 hours  ...................................................................................... € 330 
2.0 hours ....................................................................................... € 450 

Cessna 172 (Instructor with 1 or 2 persons)  
  .................................................................. € 150 30-minute trial flight 

1 hour trial flight ............................................................................ € 275
1.5 hours ........................................................................................ € 375 
2.0 hours ................ ........................................................................ € 525 

Experience Flights on Alsim ALX simulator 
30-minute experience flight on MEP model aircraft .......................€  95 
1 hour experience flight on MEP model aircraft .............................€ 180 
30-minute experience flight on Turbo-prop/Jet aircraft .................€ 125 
1-hour experience flight on Turbo-prop/Jet aircraft .......................€ 200 
Simulator experience on SEP model available on request. ...............tbc 

Note: 

Change of name or validity on voucher ....  € 35
Duration of trial flight is measured from engine start-up to engine shut-down. 
Since trial flights are considered as a very basic training flight, passengers are not allowed. Two 
persons can participate in the same flight on the Cessna 172, but then both persons will be 
required to have time at the controls. The time does not have to be split equally but the booking 
will be for 2 x 30 minutes instead of 60 minutes as would be the case for 1 person.
The minimum age is 9 years, but the child should be able reach the controls of the aircraft. 
A maximum weight limitation is in place for flights on either of the Tecnam aircraft. 
The duration of the flight can be logged towards future flight hours in case flight training is 
continued.

Terms and Conditions for flight bookings 

1. Full payment required on booking of trial flights and simulator
experience flights.

2. Payments can be made by cash, card or bank transfer.  A 3%
credit/debit card fee is payable for all MSoF flights (trial and
simulator experience flights).

3. Card payments can be made in advance by signing the payment
authorisation form available on request.

4. Full amount will be forfeited in case of no-shows or cancellations
less than 48 hours prior to the booked flight.

5. A form of Identity is required to obtain access through the
Airport Security Gate. If this cannot be provided on the day, the
flight could be cancelled and no refund will be given.

6. Full refunds will be given for flights cancelled by MSoF due to
weather or operational reasons and that cannot be rescheduled.

7. Refunds will be done by bank transfer and actioned within seven
working days.

8. Flights that have already been booked and paid will not be
affected by increase in prices.

Contact us today for the experience of a lifetime! 
info@maltaflying.com  / www.maltaflying.com      

+356 2164 7888




